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Speed proportional heater controller HCS series

◆　Feature　◆

1 User can specify the option CUD for Color Universal Design type.

A blue indicator light is used, and the color scheme is easy for anyone to see.

2

3 HCSS can be heated only when there is a work in synchronization with the photoelectric switch.

4 HCSS saves energy because it stops heating when there is no work.

5

6

HCSS/SM can measure the temperature of only the object to be heated in synchronization with 
the photoelectric switch.

The rotary encoder is used to control the heating temperature proportional to the speed of the 
belt conveyor or line. When the line stops, so does the heater.

By attaching the front protection rail, back protection rail, and handle as options, it becomes a 
site movement specification.



Standard type HCS

When the line stops, so does the heater.
Fine adjustment is made with the dial mounted on the surface.

The heater output is increased when the line speed is increased, and the heater output is 
decreased when the line speed is decreased.

The rotary encoder is used to control the heating temperature proportional to the speed of the 
belt conveyor or line.



Sensor synchronization type HCSS

In synchronization with the photoelectric switch, heating is performed only when there is a work.
Fine adjustment is made with the dial mounted on the surface.

The rotary encoder is used to control the heating temperature proportional to the speed of the 
belt conveyor or line.

The heater output is increased when the line speed is increased, and the heater output is 
decreased when the line speed is decreased.



Radiation thermometer measurement type HCSS/PM

In synchronization with the photoelectric switch, heating is performed only when there is a work.
At the same time, the surface temperature of the work is measured with a radiation thermometer.
Fine adjustment is made with the dial mounted on the surface.

The heater output is increased when the line speed is increased, and the heater output is 
decreased when the line speed is decreased.





Power Cable for Heater Controller

　Manufacture the specification of the power cable.

<< Quotation model specification method >>  (Heater controller model)  - (Plug shape) - (Cable length)

<< Quotation example >>  HCS-AC100/220V-30A-TypeA-5m

When the plug or the connector which the upper figure does not have are necessary, we will 
manufacture as much as possible.
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